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EVENT DESCRIPTIONS
Anchor It
Each night, we sit down to stare at out television screens where we’re
bombarded with bland, manipulated, mind-numbing news. How about
you take charge of telecasting the news and report it the way you feel it
should be? ‘Anchor it’ gives you the perfect opportunity to uncover
your hidden talent of a true news caster with its two phases: the first phase
will target your hosting and presenting skills where you will have to
submit a radio broadcast staying cognizant of the situation or scenario
provided, while the second phase will give you a chance to host your own
news show with some famous personalities. Avail the chance to showcase
your ability to balance humor with professionalism and dignity.”
Structure: 2 Phases; 2 Delegates per team allowed.

IJE (Investigative Journalism Event)
“Pull yourself away from being merely a role player in detective killer
games to step into the shoes of a real detective. We present IJE: the
event that personifies the idea of investigative journalism.
As you smoke your figurative cigars and tilt your figurative bowler hat,
meander your way through the clues and guideposts, which include
scenes acted out by characters, scattered all over the campus. This event
will force you to delve into a dark realm of murder and mystery, and
you will find yourselves using a combination of analytical and
perceptive skills, as well as creativity
in to unravel the web of secrets which hide the culprits and tie the
story line together in a news report for the world to read.”
Structure: 3-4 delegates per team; 3 phases.

Discover The Difference
“In this age of information and hyper-reality, the media is capable of
crafting the reality it pleases, and present news in a way that influences
and shapes the mind-set of society. If you strive to stand out from the
rest, and recognize the tactics used by the media, then Discover
the Difference is the event for you. Meticulously designed to provide
insight into the biases perpetuated within the media, this event is
divided into two phases. The first phase is aimed at the participant’s’
ability to critically analyze a piece, while the second phase places
participants in a practical situation where they have to tap into their
inner reporters by attending a news conference to identify and
perpetuate the biases. The winner of the event is determined by the
most effective display of analytical skills and manoeuvrability of
journalist ethics.”
Structure: The event consists of two phases, 2-3 delegates.

FAKE
NEWS

Mix It Up
How you get the news across is everything, and sometimes an
opportunity is too good to be missed. We present Mix it up: the news
presentation event. Present a piece of news, first old school formal style,
then toss it in the pan, sizzle it, add some jokes, spice it up with some
humor and present it to be savored. This event forces you to look at the
same news from multiple perspectives and spin it off wherever you
choose to. It allows you to fulfill your newsreader and late-night talk
show host fantasies. So put on your entertainer hat and bring your best
jokes and most formal mannerisms to see if you got what it takes!
Structure: The event consists of two phases, 2-3 delegates.

OPTIONAL EVENTS
Vlogging Competition
Vlogging has taken over the internet in recent years and is steadily
becoming one of the major mediums for mass communication. Therefore,
keeping the tradition from last two installments of CARMA, ‘vlogosphere’
will be our fourth event. Here, delegates will be required to create a ‘vlog’
capturing their moments during CARMA, and quarantine life. The vlog
will entail some general coverage of CARMA and delegates quarantine
life, specific coverage of at least one journalistic Event (IJE, Snap it,
Anchor it etc.) and an informal chat with atleast one host team member.
Delegates will be awarded on their incorporation of the theme in their
vlog (in composition, stylistic palette, costumes etc.), witty commentary
and innovative thinking.”
Structure: This event will accept video submissions on the last day of CARMA.

Advert – Converted:
ARE YOU READY TO SELL IT! Think you can do a better job of
selling than the cringe ads you see daily? Well then, put on your thinking
hats cause this event pushes your creative limits. Advert Converted gives
you a product to sell: Make a magazine Ad, then a radio one, and top it
off with a TV commercial. In this day and age, you can sell anything if
you can pitch it well. This event judges your creativity and allows you to
develop ingenious ideas to transform the mundane into the ultra-desirable.
Structure: The event consists of three phases. Submission on last day of
CARMA

Ads

Print Pandemonium
“Ever wished for your own Vogue or The New Yorker? Then Print
Pandemonium is the right Event for you. Express your thoughts and jot
them down in your very own newsletter for the world to read. After
attending a workshop to arm yourself with the basic skills, you will be free
to compile and design the newsletter by exploring your creativity and
expanding your imaginative boundaries beyond the scope of the situation.
While the conventional contents usually include a letter to the editor, a
few host team member interviews and brief CARMA coverage, at least one
original element in each newsletter is mandatory. The Newsletter must
draw inspiration from this year’s theme and substantiate its write-ups
accordingly. More originality means more brownie points though, so
keep the creativity coming!”
Structure: Must be submitted on the last day of CARMA

Illustrated Journalism Event
Are you a digital arts’ enthusiasts? And more importantly do you harbour
the impulse to articulate cultural issues and catalyze societal change? If so
then this digital informational venture, termed Illustrated Journalism, is the
event for you! By virtue of becoming de facto illustrated journalists, you
would be required to construct your own metaphors, personified entities
and more, for whatever social commentary or criticism you are trying to
relay to your audiences. You will have to stay cognizant of this year’s
theme, “CARMA-glitched”. The best illustrated journalistic piece will be
featured on LDS’s monthly newspaper “The LUMS Post” on their “Arts
and Culture" beat on the website.
Structure: Must be submitted on the last day of CARMA

SOCIAL EVENTS
Social events hallmark CARMA, with the intention to provide delegates a lucrative opportunity to
de-stress during the hectic proceedings of different Journalistic Events. Given the current global
context, our event is scheduled to be conducted virtually, however we promise you nothing short of a
thoroughly eventful and exciting socials events! From Virtual Concert with a renowned singer, to
informed networking avenues with esteemed Journalist to other online gaming ventures, karaoke
sessions and much more, we hope to make it worth your while, a CARMA served you right!

OPENING
CEREMONY VIRTUAL
Commemorate CARMA with
an exciting introduction to our
CONCERT
event and its proceedings. Get
a chance to listen to leading
journalists and learn actionable
insights from these
professionals. The ceremony
will include attendance from
the likes of Mehr Bukhaari,
Waseem Badami, and Muneeb
Farooqi, and much more
(depending on their
availability). You will have the
opportunity to network with
the guests to best garner their
expertise and apply them to
the journalism events
following suite for you. You
will be introduced to the prize
catch for the willing
delegation, so shall we begin?

An amazing concert remains a
tradition to CARMA
proceedings. This time around
we are hoping to onboard the
likes of Ali Sehti, Omer
Mukhtar and Abrar-ul-haq to
deliver a virtual concert like
never before! So grab your
friends, make room for your
loved ones on the sofa and
tune in to experience a musical
evening of a life time, all at the
convenience of your home!

CLOSING
CEREMONY
After three whole days of news
reporting, anchoring,
investigating and essentially
hard core journalism, we will
finally bid farewell to
CARMA-glitched. Together
we will celebrate the end of
the 12th edition of CARMA
which will commemorate with
announcing the results of all 8
journalistic and media events.
Finally we will have a
motivational speaker to wrap
up the event and
make the it memorable for a
lifetime!

Comedy Skit, Game Night, karaoke Session and more!

To further substantiate your experience with CARMA, we aim to offer other avenues to destress after
a heavy dose of journalism. At the end of day 1 and in between breaks, get an opportunity to sing,
laugh and play with the CARMA host team who very enthusiastically await your attendance! We
offer a comedy performance with a renounced comedian, an online gaming event and cross-team
Karaoke session and more. Don’t forget to tune in and have the best of times!

DELEGATE FEE STRUCTURE
Team comprising of 3-5 Members

PKR

600 / Person

REGISTRATION GUILDELINES
1. Visit register.lums.edu.pk and create an account. Enter your email address and other
required details. Once your account is created, you will be sent an activation link on the
email address you provided. Click on that link to activate your account.
2. Login with your username and password. Click on “Click here” to register for the
event. Select CARMA XII from the drop down list provided.
3. Fill in the required details. Choose one event from each optional event menu.
4. In the participating team information section, enter the details of all the team
members who will be participating in the event. Number of team members should not
be less than 3 or more than 5.
5.Select one of the team members as the “Head Delegate” form the drop- down list
provided. All communications/ information will be sent on the Head Delegate’s email
address. Please ensure that no more than one team member is designated as the Head
Delegate.
6. Check the liability acknowledgement box before submitting the form.
7. You can “Save” your details if you wish to update them when you login later. Once
you click the “Save & Submit” option, you will not be able to make any further changes.
8. Once you submit the form, you will see an option to download the fee voucher. The
voucher will be created on the name of the person who created the account for the
registration form. Payment details will be explicitly mentioned on the voucher. Make
sure that you pay the voucher before the stipulated deadline.
9. In case of any queries, you can send an email at dailystudent@lums.edu.pk or contact
the following representatives:
Laiba Sajid
+92 315 2911667

EVENT SCHEDULE
TIME

DAY 1

1:00 pm - 2:00 pm

Opening Ceremony

2:00 pm - 3:00 pm

Break

3:00 pm - 5:00 pm

IJE– Phase 1

5:00 pm - 6:00 pm

Print Pandemonium Workshop

7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Game Night

TIME

DAY 2

11:00 am - 1:00 pm

Mix it up (Phase 1)

1:00 pm - 2:00 pm

IJE - Phase 2

2:00 pm - 3:00 pm

Break

3:00 pm - 5:00 pm

Anchor It - Phase 2

5:30 pm - 7:30 pm

DTD - Phase 1

8:30 pm - 10:00 pm

Concert

TIME

DAY 3

11:00 am - 1:00 pm

Mix it up (Phase 2)

1:00 pm - 2:00 pm

IJE - Phase 3

2:00 pm - 3:00 pm

Break

3:00 pm - 5:00 pm

DTD - Phase 2

5:30 pm - 7:30 pm

Submissions

9:00 pm - 10:00 pm

Closing Ceremony

